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In future decarbonized electric power systems, wind and solar generation will be much more important. However, the outputs of wind and solar generators are intermittent. Storage technologies can play an important role in maintaining system reliability and controlling system costs in the face of generation intermittency. We consider how alternative regulatory rules and policy regimes will affect storage’s ability to contribute to reliable, cost-effective, and equitable power system and economy-wide decarbonization. We conclude that future decarbonized power systems will render today’s governance arrangements increasingly inadequate. We recommend steps that policymakers can take to meet this challenge. Effective governance of future decarbonized power systems will require development and deployment of new tools as well as reform of rules and regulations.

In future decarbonized power systems, wind and solar generation will be much more important than today. Wind and solar generators, often collectively labeled VRE (variable renewable energy), are intermittent: their output is both variable and imperfectly predictable because it is primarily determined by variations in wind and solar resource availability rather than by system operators’ decisions to balance supply and demand by moving up and down a reasonably stable bid-based or marginal-cost-based economic dispatch curve as demand varies (the way system operators now manage output from mostly fossil-fuel generation resources). As a consequence, future systems will need to cope with unprecedented supply fluctuations to balance supply and demand reliably. Energy storage will play an important role in balancing supply and demand reliably in systems with high VRE penetration by filling the gaps between exogenous variations in VRE supply and demand.

Because of the key role storage can play in balancing supply and demand and thus maintaining reliability in systems with high VRE penetration, and because of substantial projected declines in the costs of storage technologies, storage should be much more important in future decarbonized power systems and play a larger variety of roles than it does today. The methods used by today’s system operators and the associated regulatory rules and policy regimes that constrain them were developed for power systems that relied primarily on dispatchable generators and in which storage was of negligible importance. Investing in and operating storage so that it effectively plays appropriate roles in future decarbonized power systems will pose novel operational and financing challenges. It will also pose challenges in terms of regulation and market design.

We find that two features of efficient, decarbonized systems will have particularly important implications for the design of markets and governance institutions. The first is a very different distribution of wholesale spot prices with many hours of very low prices, along with a few hours of very high prices. The second is that storage, both grid-scale and at customer premises, is a potential substitute for, or complement to, essentially all other elements of the power system.

State regulators should develop rules that allow owners of storage (and generation) assets installed on customer premises to sell services to the vertically integrated utilities within whose geographic footprint they are located under
appropriate terms and conditions that facilitate efficient investment in and use of “behind-the-meter” generation and storage.

Market rules will need to be developed to adapt capacity mechanisms for the “effective load carrying capability” of VRE generation and to correctly determine the capacity value that storage resources can provide to meet reliability standards. ISOs should either (1) redesign existing capacity mechanisms as they apply to VRE generation and storage, taking into account the joint stochastic properties of VRE generation and demand and the fact that storage is energy-limited, or (2) replace those capacity mechanisms with an increased reliance on integrated resource planning that properly accounts for these factors.

Storage can provide benefits for transmission and distribution systems that can be particularly important in rapidly growing systems. To efficiently realize these benefits, federal regulators should integrate storage into transmission planning processes, while state regulators should require the integration of storage in distribution system planning. In addition, storage devices should be allowed to provide wholesale power market services where physically possible.

In terms of retail rates, the best approach to ideal, efficient, and equitable retail rate design is not obvious at this point, though it is clear that overall reliance on uniform volumetric charges must be reduced, and it is likely that a larger fraction of revenues must be raised by charges that do not vary with current consumption. Significant additional research is called for. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), in cooperation with state regulators, should increase support for independent work aimed at (1) devising efficient and equitable retail rate designs for high-VRE systems with storage and (2) encouraging their widespread adoption. Even if there is consensus in the research community about the best retail rate designs, it will be largely up to state regulators to implement the necessary reforms. Some customers will benefit from retail rate design changes while others will see higher costs. Retail competition in some states adds a further layer of regulatory complexity. Efficient mechanisms to reduce any adverse distributional impacts should be given serious consideration.

We recommend that state and federal regulatory agencies receive increased staffing and budgets to enhance their capabilities to design and implement regulatory mechanisms that can guide the transition to efficient high-VRE systems with storage. Devising state and federal rules that are both efficient and aligned will not be simple, but it will be essential for the high-VRE systems of the future. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), state regulators, and ISOs should reform and align market rules to enable efficient participation—in wholesale energy and ancillary service markets, as well as in capacity markets—by providers of both grid-based storage and distribution-level generation and storage (including from facilities located on customer premises). These reformed rules should accommodate the participation of aggregators in wholesale markets.

Figure 1. A contemporary electricity market in the short run.

In today’s competitive electricity markets, wholesale prices reflect generators’ marginal costs of producing electricity at each potential level of demand. In short, the economic dispatch curve is upward sloping and reasonably stable.
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